Chapter 10 – Tables (p. 257 +)
Like in Word
Tool bar (257)
Draw (258)
Insert - note default
Text & Images
Captions (261)
   Table -> Insert -> Caption
Adding Excel – Read p. 262 – optional – dynamic
Inserting Rows and columns (266)
Delete (269)
Split Cells, Merge Cells (270-271)
Evening up rows & columns
   Select first, tool bar or menu
Layouts 280-290
   Using a table to “format” an entire web page
   Open a new page: Table -> Layout tables & cells
   Choose the style

-----------------------------

Today’s Assignment
   Demonstrate the use of a table on the web page of your choice – use a clip art, different colors & fonts, etc.

Work on your personal Web Site – You will most likely not have enough lab time to complete your web site in class so you should plan to come to the lab to work on it.